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A screen content coding (SCC) algorithm that uses a primary
reference buffer (PRB) and a secondary reference buffer
(SRB) for string matching and string copying is proposed.
PRB is typically the traditional reconstructed picture buffer
which provides reference string pixels for the current pixels
being coded. SRB stores a few of recently and frequently ref⁃
erenced pixels for repetitive reference by the current pixels
being coded. In the encoder, searching of optimal reference
string is performed in both PRB and SRB, and either a PRB
or SRB string is selected as an optimal reference string on a
string⁃by⁃string basis. Compared with HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃40 refer⁃
ence software, the proposed SCC algorithm can improve cod⁃
ing performance measured by bit ⁃distortion rate reduction of
average 4.19% in all⁃intra configuration for text and graphics
with motion category of test sequences defined by JCT ⁃ VC
common test condition.
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1 Introduction
ith continuous and rapid advancements in

communications, networking, computers, semi⁃
conductors, and displays technologies, screen
content coding (SCC) becomes a key technolo⁃

gy for some emerging popular applications such as cloud com⁃
puting, cloud ⁃mobile computing, Wi ⁃ Fi display, smartphone
and tablet second display, ultra⁃thin clients, remote desktops,

and screen sharing [1]- [3]. The challenging requirement of
SCC is to achieve both ultra⁃high visually lossless quality and
ultra ⁃ high compression ratio up to 300:1- 3000:1. In recent
years, SCC has attracted increasing attention of researchers
from both academia and industry [4]-[30]. ISO/IEC MPEG and
ITU⁃T VCEG have set up the Joint Collaborative Team (JCT)
for a joint project of developing a SCC version of High Efficien⁃
cy Video Coding (HEVC, also known as H.265) standard and a
joint call⁃for⁃proposal has been issued in January 2014 [14].

Characteristics of computer screen pictures are quite differ⁃
ent from those of traditional pictures, for which traditional
block⁃matching and transform⁃based hybrid coding technique
can compress efficiently. In general, computer screen pictures
are essentially a mix of two⁃type contents: discontinuous⁃tone
content such as text, chart, graphics, and icon, and continuous⁃
tone content such as photograph, movie/TV clips, natural pic⁃
ture video sequences, and sophisticated light⁃shaded and tex⁃
ture ⁃mapped virtual ⁃ reality scenes. Continuous ⁃ tone content
features relatively smooth edges, complicated textures, and
thick lines with virtually unlimited colors. In contrast, discon⁃
tinuous⁃tone content features very sharp edges, uncomplicated
shapes, and thin lines with few colors, even one⁃pixel⁃wide sin⁃
gle⁃color lines. General screen content pictures are often seen
in web browsing, video conferencing with document sharing, of⁃
fice document editing, engineering drawing, hardware design
engineering, software programming, gaming, map navigating,
address direction searching, and other computer use cases.

Actually, typical computer screens for daily use are often
rich in small and sharp bitmap structures such as text, menu,
icon, button, slide⁃bar, and grid. There are usually many simi⁃
lar or identical patterns in a screen picture. These similar or
identical patterns may have very different sizes from a few pix⁃
els to a few thousands of pixels and very different shapes. Ex⁃
isting techniques such as intra⁃prediction and intra block copy
(IBC) [15]-[17] is not always efficient to code similar or identi⁃
cal pattern within a picture, because they use only 1⁃D pattern
or 2⁃D pattern of a few fixed sizes and a few fixed rectangle or
square shapes.

In order to address the issue and improve the coding effi⁃
ciency of repeated patterns with different sizes and shapes,
this paper proposes a coding technique based on string⁃match⁃
ing (also called intra string copy or ISC). It provides a very ge⁃
neric and flexible solution to string matching of variable sizes
and different shapes.

Two reference buffers are used in the proposed technique.
One is primary reference buffer (PRB) that is typically the tra⁃
ditional reconstructed picture buffer to provide reference string
pixels for the current pixels being coded. The other is second⁃
ary reference buffer (SRB), a lookup table (LUT) storing a few
of recently and frequently referenced pixels for repetitive refer⁃
ence by the current pixels being coded. For any starting pixel
in an encoding process, searching of optimal reference string is
performed in both PRB and SRB. Either a PRB string or a SRB
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string is selected as an optimal reference string on a string⁃by⁃
string basis. A PRB string has two string⁃matching parameters.
One is an offset that specifies the relative position (2D coordi⁃
nates), i.e. 2D displacement from the reference string to the
current string. The other is a length that specifies the number
of pixels in the reference string. It is obvious that the reference
string and the current string have the same length. A SRB
string also has two string ⁃matching parameters: an index that
specifies the address of the reference pixel in the SRB and a
length that specifies the duplication count of the reference pix⁃
el to reconstruct the current string. The string⁃matching param⁃
eters are then entropy⁃coded and put into the final bit⁃stream.
At the decoder side, the string⁃matching parameters are actual⁃
ly string ⁃ copying parameters. In the decoding process, the
string⁃matching (i.e. string⁃copying) parameters are parsed, de⁃
coded, and used to obtain the reference string pixels from ei⁃
ther PRB or SRB. The values of the reference string pixels are
then assigned to the current pixels being decoded to recon⁃
struct the current string.

In Section 2, a general architecture of string ⁃matching en⁃
hanced coding system using both PRB and SRB is proposed
and the details of horizontally and vertically scanned 2D⁃shape
⁃preserved matching modes are described. Section 3 presents a
flexible hash⁃table framework specially designed for speeding
up reference string searching in PRB. Section 4 describes a
method to seamlessly mix PRB search with SRB search inside
a coding unit (CU), and to select one⁃by⁃one either an optimal
PRB string or an optimal SRB string based on average rate⁃dis⁃
tortion (RD) cost evaluation. In section 5, the proposed tech⁃
nique is compared with HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃40 reference software
[31] that is developed based on HEVC Software Model HM ⁃
16.4 by JCT for SCC testing. The experimental results show
that the proposed technique can achieve significant bit⁃distor⁃
tion rate (BD⁃rate) [32]-[33] reduction in lossy coding and bit⁃
rate saving in lossless coding using the test suite defined by
JCT Common Test Condition[30]. We conclude the paper and
introduce the future work on string⁃matching coding technique
in section 6. In this paper, the proposed SCC algorithm is de⁃
scribed for pictures of YUV4:4:4 and RGB formats, but it can
also be applied to pictures of YUV4:2:2 and YUV4:2:0 formats
with some modifications. This paper is partially based on JCT⁃
video coding (VC) documents [18]-[27].

2 StringMatching Enhanced Coding System
A general architecture and major components of string ⁃

matching enhanced coding system are shown in Fig. 1.
In the encoder of the string⁃matching enhanced coding sys⁃

tem, the string ⁃ matching encoding subsystem performs color
clustering, PRB string searching, and SRB string searching.
The rest of the encoding system performs other traditional en⁃
coding operations such as intra ⁃ prediction, inter ⁃ prediction,
transform, quantization, entropy encoding, IBC, and palette

coding. The input CU O is fed to both string⁃matching encod⁃
ing subsystem and the rest of the encoding system. The string⁃
matching encoding subsystem codes O to generate coded bit⁃
stream b1 and reconstructed CU P1. The rest of the encoding
system also codes O to generate coded bitstream b2 and recon⁃
structed CU P2. O, P1, b1, P2, and b2 are sent to RD⁃cost⁃based
selector that calculates the RD cost of two results and selects
the one with the best RD performance as the final coding result
for the CU. The corresponding coded bitstream b1 or b2 is se⁃
lected and put into the output bitstream. Also, the correspond⁃
ing reconstructed CU P1 or P2 is stored in reconstructed picture
buffer, which is shared by both string⁃matching encoding sub⁃
system as PRB for string⁃matching and the rest of the encoding
system for inter prediction and IBC. The input CU O is also fed
to a color cluster unit to obtain a few of most frequently oc⁃
curred pixel colors. Some of the colors are put into the SRB
LUT for SRB string searching.

In the decoder, the input bitstream is first parsed by CU cod⁃
ing type parser to get the CU_coding_type_flag that indicates
whehter the current CU being decoded is coded by the pro⁃
posed string⁃matching technique or by traditional coding tech⁃
niques. If the CU is coded by the string ⁃matching technique,
the CU layer bitstream is sent to the string⁃matching decoding
subsystem that decodes and reconstructs the CU P1, which is
stored in reconstructed picture buffer and is also the final re⁃
constructed CU output Õ. If the CU is coded by traditional cod⁃
ing techniques, the CU layer bitstream is sent to the rest of the
decoding system that performs traditional decoding tasks such
as intra ⁃ prediction, inter ⁃ prediction, inverse ⁃ transform, de ⁃
quantization, IBC, and palette decoding. The CU P2 is eventual⁃
ly reconstructed, which is stored in reconstructed picture buf⁃
fer and is also the final reconstructed CU output Õ.

The string ⁃ matching coding subsystem has two CU level
matching modes: horizontally scanned 2D ⁃ shape ⁃ preserved
matching and vertically scanned 2D⁃shape⁃preserved matching
(Fig. 2). A CU is pre⁃coded by both the modes. The mode mini⁃
mizing RD cost is selected as the final string ⁃matching mode
for the CU. The CU size in Fig. 2 is 16x16 pixels in the packed
pixel format (e.g. a Y sample is followed by a U sample and
then a V sample, or a G sample is followed by a B sample and
then an R sample).

The vertically scanned 2D⁃shape⁃preserved matching mode
is used to code CU m in Fig. 2. In this mode, PRB is treated as
a 2D plane while CU m is considered a vertically scanned 1D
pixel string. Starting from the 1st pixel of CU m, the encoder
searches the optimal (e.g. longest in lossless case) string in the
PRB searching range that matches the pixel string in CU and
also keeps exactly the same 2D shape as the pixel string in CU
m. The string found in the searching range is called a refer⁃
ence string and the pixel string in CU m is called current
string. Fig. 2 shows the first two current strings in CU m and
their corresponding reference strings:
1) The 1st reference (and current) string in yellow has 15 pix⁃
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els and the 2D⁃shape⁃preserved reference string is located
across CU 1 and CU h+1;

2) The 2nd reference (and current) string in cyan has 20 pixels
and the 2D ⁃ shape ⁃ preserved reference string is located
across CU 1, CU 2, and CU h+1.
The horizontally scanned 2D ⁃ shape ⁃ preserved matching

mode is used to code CU m+1 in Fig. 2. In this mode, PRB is
treated as a 2D plane while CU m+1 is considered to be a hori⁃

zontally scanned 1D pixel string. Starting from the 1st pixel of
CU m+1, the encoder searches the optimal string in the PRB
searching range that matches the pixel string in CU m+1 and
also keeps exactly the same 2D shape as the pixel string in CU
m+1. The string found in the searching range is called a refer⁃
ence string and the pixel string in CU m+1 is called the cur⁃
rent string. Fig. 2 shows the first three current strings in CU m+
1 and their corresponding reference strings:
1) The 1st reference (and current) string in pink has 24 pixels

and the 2D ⁃ shape ⁃ preserved reference string is located
across CU 1 and CU 2;

2) The 2nd reference (and current) string in black has 15 pix⁃
els and the 2D⁃shape⁃preserved reference string is located
across CU h and CU h+1;

3) The 3rd reference (and current) string in orange has 18 pix⁃
els and the 2D⁃shape⁃preserved reference string is located
across CU 1 and CU 2.
There are usually two types of pixel scanning methods (and

paths) available for a CU or a largest coding unit (LCU). One is
raster⁃scan: a CU or LCU is scanned line by line, either hori⁃
zontally or vertically, and all lines have the same scan direc⁃
tion (Fig. 2). The other is traverse⁃scan: a CU or LCU is also
scanned line by line, either horizontally or vertically, but odd
lines and even lines have opposite scan direction. Once a scan⁃
ning method (and path) is determined, all pixels inside a CU or
LCU are lined up following the scanning path. Thus, starting
from a current pixel being coded inside a CU Pm,n, a current
string curSm,n can be defined following the scanning path. The
pixels of curSm,n are designated as Sm,n(0), Sm,n(1), ... , Sm,n(L ⁃1),

String⁃matching encoding subsystem

CU: coding unit IBC: intra block copy PRB: primary reference buffer RD: rate ⁃distortion SRB: secondary reference buffer

▲Figure 1. String⁃matching enhanced coding system architecture.

▲Figure 2. Two matching modes of string⁃matching coding.

1st current string (pink) has 24 pixels
2nd current string (black) has 15 pixels
3rd current string (orange) has 18 pixels

1st current string (yellow) has 15 pixels
2nd current string (cyan) has 20 pixels

CU: coding unit
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following the order of the pixels on the scanning path, where L
is the length of the string in unit of pixel. Using the designa⁃
tion, curSm,n and its pixels can be expressed as curSm,n = {Sm,n(k):
0≤k<L}. Given a current string curSm,n and a reference pixel Pi,j,
a reference string refSi,j = {Si,j(k): 0≤k<L} is the string that
starts from Pi,j, i.e. Si,j(0) = Pi,j, and has exactly the same 2D
shape and scanning order as curSm,n.

Fig. 3 illustrates an example of the current string curSm,n =
{Sm,n(k): 0≤k<L} starting from the current pixel Pm,n inside a 8×8
CU of horizontal traverse⁃scan and its reference string refSi,j =
{Si,j(k): 0≤k<L} starting from the reference pixel Pi,j. Both curSm,n

and refSi,j have identical 2D shape and length of L = 9.
Obviously, given a current pixel Pm,n, the current string curSm,n

of length L can be uniquely specified within a CU with known
size and scanning method, and a reference string refSi,j is
uniquely specified by a displacement vector (DVh, DVv) = (i⁃m, j
⁃n). In Fig. 3, DVh = i ⁃m is the horizontal displacement be⁃
tween curSm,n and refSi,j, and DVv = j⁃n is the vertical displace⁃
ment between curSm,n and refSi,j.

A matching reference string refSi,j = {Si,j(k): 0≤k<L} for
a given current string curSm,n = {Sm,n(k): 0≤k<L} satisfies the
constraint that the difference between Si,j(k) and Sm,n(k) is within
a predetermined threshold for all k. One common option used
for difference measurement is the absolute difference |Si,j(k)Y ⁃
Sm,n(k)Y|, |Si,j(k)U ⁃ Sm,n(k)U|, and |Si,j(k)V ⁃ Sm,n(k)V|, where the sub⁃
scripts Y, U, V designate the Y color component, U col⁃
or component, and V color component for the corresponding
pixels Si,j(k) or Sm,n(k).

3 StringMatching Oriented HashTable
Framework
String⁃matching coding performance heavily depends on the

PRB searching range. The larger the searching range is, the
better the coding performance can achieve. However, the lon⁃

ger the searching time is, the more the computing power re⁃
quires. Hash ⁃ table can be used to speed up reference string
searching. Therefore, the key to design a practical string ⁃
matching encoding subsystem is to have a single and efficient
string searching oriented hash ⁃ table that should work and
speed up the searching in all two matching modes.

In the string ⁃matching oriented hash ⁃ table framework, the
basic role of a hash⁃table is to quickly find the first matching
reference pixel in the PRB searching range by table⁃look⁃up.
First of all, we need to define a pixel⁃order for all pixels in the
PRB searching range. Naturally, we use the order defined in
the horizontally scanned string matching mode, that is, all pix⁃
els are ordered one LCU followed by another LCU in LCU cod⁃
ing order. Within an LCU, horizontal scanning is employed to
order pixels. All pixels with the same hash⁃value are chained
together, following the pixel⁃order. The hash⁃value of any cur⁃
rent pixel being coded is calculated and the encoder only
needs to search through the hash chain of the same hash⁃value,
instead of all pixels of the entire PRB searching range, to find
a potential matching reference pixel. This potential pixel is the
first pixel of a potential reference string. In this way, the
searching time can be significantly reduced.

In Fig. 4, the pixels (in the searching range) lined up in pixel⁃
order are P0,0, P1,0, P2,0, P3,0, ... , Pi,j, Pi+1,j, Pi+2,j, Pi+3,j, ... , Pi,j+1, ... ,
followed by the current pixel being coded, Pm,n. The hash val⁃
ues ha_val0,0, ha_val1,0, ha_val2,0, ha_val3,0, ... , ha_vali,j, ha_vali+1,j,
ha_vali+2,j, ha_vali+3,j, ... , ha_vali,j+1 are computed from the corre⁃
sponding pixels. There are three hash chain examples in this
figure.
1) Example 1

Three pixels P0,0, Pi,j, and Pi+2,j have the same hash value, i.e.
ha_val0,0 = ha_vali,j = ha_vali + 2,j = x. Coordinates (0, 0), (i, j),
and (i+2, j) of the three pixels are stored in the hash⁃table and
form a hash chain of hash⁃value x. The hash⁃table actually has
two parts: chain⁃head and chain⁃body. Among the three coordi⁃

nates, the coordinates (i+2, j) having the largest pix⁃
el⁃order is stored in the chain⁃head slot of address
x. The coordinates (i, j) having the second largest
pixel⁃order is stored in chain⁃body location of coor⁃
dinates (i + 2, j). The coordinates (0, 0) having the
third largest pixel⁃order is stored in the chain⁃body
location of coordinates (i, j). Finally, ⁃1 is stored in
the chain⁃body location of coordinates (0, 0) to indi⁃
cate the end of the chain.
2) Example 2

Two pixels P2,0 and Pi + 1,j have the same hash val⁃
ue, i.e. ha_val2,0 = ha_vali + 1,j = y. Coordinates (2, 0)
and (i+1, j) form a hash chain of hash⁃value y in the
hash⁃table. In the hash chain, the coordinates (i+1, j)
having the largest pixel⁃order is stored in the chain⁃
head slot of address y. The coordinates (2, 0) having
the second largest pixel⁃order is stored in the chain⁃
body location of coordinates (i+1, j). Finally, ⁃ 1 is
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CU: coding unit.

Si,j (0)=Pi,j

▲Figure 3. An example of current string and its reference string.

Si,j (1) Si,j (2) Si,j (3) Si,j (4) Si,j (5) Si,j (6)
Si,j (8) Si,j (7)

A reference string refSi,j forthe current string curSm,n

Vertical displacement between curSm,n and refSi,j =j-n

Horizontal displacement between curSm,n and refSi,j =i-m

A current string curSm,n of 9pixels inside a 8×8 CU Current CU of 8×8 pixels

Sm,n (1) Sm,n (2) Sm,n (3) Sm,n (4) Sm,n (5) Sm,n (6)
Sm,n (8) Sm,n (7)

Sm,n(0)=Pm,n
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stored in the chain⁃body location of coordinates (2, 0) to indi⁃
cate the end of the chain.
3) Example 3

The third hash chain has only one pixel P1,0 whose hash val⁃
ue is ha_val1,0 = z. Therefore, the coordinates (1, 0) is stored in
the chain⁃head slot of address z and ⁃1 is stored in the chain⁃
body location of coordinates (1, 0) to indicate the end of the
chain.

When the current pixel Pm,n is encoded and the current
string starts from Pm,n, the hash value ha_valm,n of Pm,n is first
computed and then used as the chain⁃head address to find the
1st coordinates in the hash chain of the same hash value. In
the hash chain examples in 0, if ha_valm,n = x, the 1st coordi⁃
nates is (i+2, j); If ha_valm,n = y, the 1st coordinates is (i+1, j);
If ha_valm,n = z, the 1st coordinates is (1, 0). The content of the
1st coordinates in the chain⁃body is the 2nd coordinates in the
hash chain of the same hash value, and the content of the 2nd
coordinates in the chain ⁃ body is the 3rd coordinates in the
hash chain of the same hash value, and so on. Therefore, the
string⁃matching encoder can use the hash value of the current
pixel being coded to find all pixels and their locations that
have the same hash value in the searching range. Moreover, a
hash chain starts from a hash ⁃ head slot, the 1st coordinates
have the largest pixel⁃order, the 2nd coordinates have the sec⁃
ond largest pixel⁃order, and so on.

For a pixel P = (Y, U, V) or (G, B, R), where Y, U, V (or G,
B, R) are three 8⁃bit color components of P, a 12⁃bit hash val⁃

ue ha_val is computed. For lossy coding, ha_val is computed
by concatenating 4 ⁃bit most significant bit (MSB) of Y, U, V
(or G, B, R) to form a 12⁃bit value. For lossless coding, ha_val
is computed by cyclic redundancy check (CRC)⁃ 12 algorithm
[34] to get a 12⁃bit value. Obviously, all the pixels are always
located in the same hash chain, no matter they have the identi⁃
cal 4⁃bit MSB component value in a lossy coding case or the
identical 8 ⁃ bit component value in a lossless coding case.
Therefore, a hash chain with the same hash value provides a
small and efficient candidate set of reference pixels for the
starting pixel of a potential reference string.

4 PRB and SRB Based StringMatching
In the proposed string⁃matching technique, a current string

being coded gets reference pixels from either PRB or SRB.
When a current string gets the reference pixels from PRB, the
reference pixels form a reference string that has exactly the
same 2D shape and length (number of pixels) as the current
string. The reference string can be in any valid location inside
PRB. When a current string gets the reference pixels from
SRB, it actually gets only one single reference pixel color from
SRB LUT and all pixels of the entire string has the same color.

A CU coded by the string⁃matching technique can have both
PRB and SRB strings (Fig. 5). In the figure, the 1st string in
purple dots is a 4⁃pixel PRB string. Its reference string is just
above it and has the same horizontal line shape and length of 4
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▲Figure 4. Hash ⁃table structure and contents.

▲Figure 5. A CU coded by string ⁃matching technique.
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pixels. The 2nd string in red dots is a 2⁃pixel SRB string. Its
reference pixels are the 1st SRB LUT pixel color duplicated
twice. The 3rd string in purple dots is a 43⁃pixel PRB string.
Its reference string is located across the boundary between cur⁃
rent coding tree unit (CTU) and above CTU. The PRB string
and its reference string have exactly the same horizontal tra⁃
verse⁃scan shape and length of 43 pixels. The 4th string in red
dots is a 6⁃pixel SRB string. Its reference pixels are the 15th
SRB LUT pixel color duplicated six times. The 5th string in
purple dots is a 5⁃pixel PRB string. Its reference string is locat⁃
ed across the boundary between current CTU and left CTU.
The PRB string and its reference string have exactly the same
horizontal line shape and length of 5 pixels.

In a string ⁃matching encoder, the best matching reference
string for a current starting pixel Pm,n being coded is found via
the following steps:
1) Searching the best reference PRB string for a current string

curSm,n via three sub⁃steps:
a) Calculating the hash value ha_valm,n of Pm,n.
b) For the pixel coordinates (i, j) obtained from the hash

chain with the same hash value ha_valm,n, determining the lon⁃
gest matching reference string refSi,j = {Si,j(k): 0≤k<Li,j}, i.e. de⁃
termining the largest Li,j that satisfies the constraint |Si,j(k)Y ⁃ Sm,n

(k)Y| ≤ E, |Si,j(k)U ⁃ Sm,n(k)U| ≤ E, |Si,j(k)V ⁃ Sm,n(k)V| ≤ E for all k <
Li,j, where E is a predetermined threshold. After going through
all the pixel coordinates (i, j) on the hash chain of hash value
ha_valm,n, multiple matching reference strings are found as best
reference PRB string candidates.

c) The best reference PRB string is selected from the best
reference PRB string candidates, based on average RD cost
evaluation. For a given current string curSm,n and its reference
string refSi,j of length L, the average RD cost is calculated by (1)

avgRDcost(curSm,n, refSi,j) = [λbits(refSi,j) +
distortion(curSm,n, refSi,j)]/L (1)

where bits(refSi,j) is the number of bits for coding the reference
string refSi,j, λ is a weighting factor, and distortion(curSm,n, refSi,j)
is the distortion between the current string curSm,n and the refer⁃
ence string refSi,j.
2) Searching the best reference SRB string, which is straightfor⁃

ward because a reference SRB string is a simple duplication
of an SRB pixel color.

3) Either the best reference PRB string or the best reference
SRB string is selected as the best matching reference string
based on average RD cost evaluation.
If no PRB string or SRB string can be found for the current

pixel Pm,n being coded, the pixel itself is coded directly as an
unmatched pixel.

5 Experimental Results
As an implementation example, the proposed string⁃match⁃

ing technique is integrated into HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃4.0 reference

software [31]. All experimental results were generated under
the common test conditions and configurations defined in [30]
for HEVC SCC project.

Thirteen test sequences (Table 1) are used in the experi⁃
ment. The test sequences are classified into four categories:
text and graphics with motion (TGM), mixed content (MC),
camera captured (CC), and animation (ANI). Each test se⁃
quence has a RGB color format version and a YCbCr (YUV)
color format version. Therefore, there are 26 sequences in total
used in the experiment.

To evaluate the overall coding performance, the HEVC BD⁃
rate metric [32], [33] is used for lossy coding and bit⁃rate sav⁃
ing metric is used for lossless coding. In lossy coding, an aver⁃
age BD⁃rate reduction is calculated by three color components
G/Y, B/U, and R/V for each color format and category. In loss⁃
less coding, four bit ⁃ rate saving values (total, average, mini⁃
mum, and maximum) are calculated for each color format and
category. Both lossy coding and lossless coding experiments
used three configurations: all intra (AI), random access (RA),
and low delay B (LB). Encoding and decoding software runtime
were also compared for evaluating the complexity of the encod⁃
er and decoder.

Two coding methods were compared:
1) HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃4.0 (SCM) with default setting. In particular,

the IBC search range is full frame.
2) HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃4.0 integrated with string ⁃matching tech⁃

nique (SCM⁃SM). The string ⁃matching search range is the
current LCU and left LCU.
Table 2 shows coding performance comparison (BD⁃rate re⁃

duction percentage in negative numbers) between SCM and
SCM⁃SM in the lossy coding case. Table 3 shows coding per⁃
formance comparison (bit ⁃ rate saving percentage in negative
numbers) between SCM and SCM ⁃ SM in the lossless coding
case. Each row of data in the two tables corresponds to a com⁃
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▼Table 1. Four⁃category test sequences

*Only the first 300 frames of this sequence are used.
**Only the first 250 frames of this 10 ⁃bit sequence are used, and InternalBitDepth is set to 8
***Only the first 120 frames of this 10 ⁃bit sequence are used, and InternalBitDepth is set to 8
ANI: animation
CC: camera ⁃captured content
MC: mixed content

TGM: Text and graphics with motion

Resolution

1920×1080

1280×720

2560×1440

Sequence name

sc_flyingGraphics_1920x1080_60_8bit
sc_desktop_1920x1080_60_8bit
sc_console_1920x1080_60_8bit
MissionControlClip3_1920x1080_60p_8b444
EBURainFruits_1920x1080_50_10bit
Kimono1_1920x1080_24_10bit
sc_web_browsing_1280x720_30_8bit
sc_map_1280x720_60_8bit
sc_programming_1280x720_60_8bit
sc_SlideShow_1280x720_20_8bit
sc_robot_1280x720_30_8bit
Basketball_Screen_2560x1440_60p_8b444
MissionControlClip2_2560x1440_60p_8444

Category

TGM
TGM
TGM
MC
CC
CC
TGM
TGM
TGM
TGM
ANI
MC
MC

fps

60
60
60
60
50
24
30
60
60
20
30
60
60

Frames to
be encoded

0⁃299*
0⁃599
0⁃599
0⁃599
0⁃249**
0⁃119***
0⁃299
0⁃599
0⁃599
0⁃499
0⁃299
322⁃621
120⁃419
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bination of one color format and one category. There are totally
eight combinations. Each combination contains 1−7 sequenc⁃
es. The encoding and decoding runtime ratios are also shown
in the tables.

The experimental results include:
1) In the lossy coding case, SCM⁃SM can achieve up to 4.33%

for AI, 2.68% for RA, 2.04% for LB average BD⁃rate reduc⁃
tion over SCM.

2) In the lossless coding case, SCM ⁃ SM can achieve up to
14.5% for AI, 9.9% for RA, 6.46% for LB maximum bit⁃rate
saving and 5.17% for AI, 3.47% for RA, 2.76% for LB aver⁃
age bit⁃rate saving over SCM.

3) The improvement of SCM⁃SM over SCM depends on the con⁃
tents. In YUV TGM case, the average bit ⁃ rate saving is
5.17% in lossless coding case and the average BD⁃rate re⁃
duction of components Y, U and V are 4.19%, 4.31% and

4.33% , respectively in lossy coding case for AI configura⁃
tion. SCM⁃SM also has good BD⁃rate reduction over SCM for
mixed content in all configurations, but no coding perfor⁃
mance improvement for camera captured and animation con⁃
tents.

4) In the lossy coding case, encoding runtime increase is about
22% for AI, 11% for RA, 7% for LB. In lossless coding
case, encoding runtime increase is about 52% for AI, 11%
for RA, 7% for LB

6 Conclusions
This paper proposes a string⁃matching coding technique for

SCC. Both PRB and SRB are used for string⁃matching. The re⁃
sulting bitstream is a combination of PRB string coding param⁃
eters, SRB string coding parameters, and unmatched pixel
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▼Table 2. Performance comparison between SCM and SCM⁃SM in the lossy coding case

SCM: HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃4.0 SCM⁃SM: HM⁃16.4+SCM⁃4.0 integrated with string⁃matching technique

Anchor: SCM
Tested: SCM⁃SM
RGB, text & graphics with motion, 1080p & 720p
RGB, mixed content, 1440p & 1080p
RGB, Animation, 720p
RGB, camera captured, 1080p
YUV, text & graphics with motion, 1080p & 720p
YUV, mixed content, 1440p & 1080p
YUV, Animation, 720p
YUV, camera captured, 1080p
Encoding time (%)
Decoding time (%)

All intra

G/Y
-3.77%
-1.15%
0.02%
0.03%
-4.19%
-1.51%
0.01%
0.04%

121.69%
100.04%

B/U
-4.23%
-1.68%
-0.03%
0.02%
-4.31%
-2.52%
-0.02%
0.03%

R/V
-4.19%
-1.70%
-0.02%
0.03%
-4.33%
-2.79%
-0.03%
0.04%

Random access

G/Y
-2.48%
-0.62%
0.07%
0.11%
-2.38%
-0.85%
0.02%
0.10%

111.08%
106.50%

B/U
-2.65%
-1.01%
0.02%
0.07%
-2.38%
-1.95%
-0.18%
-0.07%

R/V
-2.68%
-1.03%
0.08%
0.14%
-2.64%
-2.36%
0.17%
0.04%

Low delay B

G/Y
-1.79%
-0.15%
0.00%
0.06%
-1.72%
-0.31%
0.20%
0.02%

106.73%
107.87%

B/U
-1.92%
-0.95%
0.05%
0.01%
-1.95%
-1.74%
0.18%
0.03%

R/V
-1.95%
-0.77%
0.10%
0.04%
-1.85%
-2.04%
0.31%
0.09%

▼Table 3. Performance comparison between SCM and SCM⁃SM in lossless coding case

SCM: HM ⁃16.4+SCM ⁃4.0 SCM ⁃SM: HM ⁃16.4+SCM ⁃4.0 integrated with string ⁃matching technique

Anchor:SCM

Tested: SCM⁃SM

RGB, TGM
RGB, MC
RGB, ANI
RGB, CC
YUV, TGM
YUV, MC
YUV, ANI
YUV, CC

Encoding time (%)
Decoding time (%)

All intra

Bit⁃rate
change
(Total)
-3.87%
-0.63%
0.00%
0.00%
-4.39%
-0.73%
0.00%
0.00%

152.10%
100.67%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Avg)
-4.64%
-0.69%
0.00%
0.00%
-5.17%
-0.78%
0.00%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Max)
-14.0%
-1.19%
0.00%
0.00%
-14.5%
-1.31%
0.00%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Min)
-0.47%
-0.16%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.31%
-0.15%
0.00%
0.01%

Random access

Bit⁃rate
change
(Total)
-2.19%
-0.11%
0.01%
0.00%
-2.39%
-0.12%
0.01%
0.00%

111.39%
106.44%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Avg)
-2.99%
-0.10%
0.01%
0.00%
-3.47%
-0.11%
0.01%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Max)
-9.56%
-0.11%
0.01%
0.00%
-9.90%
-0.14%
0.01%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Min)

-0.26%
-0.09%
0.01%
0.00%
-0.16%
-0.08%
0.01%
0.01%

Low delay B

Bit⁃rate
change
(Total)
-2.06%
-0.06%
0.00%
0.00%
-2.23%
-0.05%
0.01%
0.00%

107.15%
105.89%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Avg)
-2.28%
-0.06%
0.00%
0.00%
-2.76%
-0.06%
0.01%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Max)

-6.12%
-0.08%
0.00%
0.00%
-6.46%
-0.07%
0.01%
0.00%

Bit⁃rate
change
(Min)
-0.20%
-0.04%
0.00%
0.00%
-0.13%
-0.04%
0.01%
0.01%
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mixed on a string⁃by⁃string basis. The experiments using com⁃
mon test condition [30] show that the string ⁃matching coding
technique can achieve a lossy coding BD⁃rate reduction of up
to 4.33%, 2.68%, 2.04% for AI, RA, and LB configurations re⁃
spectively, and a lossless coding average bit⁃rate saving of up
to 5.17%, 3.47%, 2.76% for AI, RA, and LB configurations re⁃
spectively.

Our future work includes: 1) implementing rate ⁃ control in
string⁃matching enhanced coding system; 2) optimizing string⁃
matching coding to improve coding performance and reduce
coding complexity further; 3) achieving idempotent (re ⁃ loss ⁃
free) [35] coding in repetitive (multi ⁃ generation) compression
using the string⁃matching enhanced coding system.
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